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Gracious God; Lord Jesus: 

Look at our youth today Lord; how out of control they 

are. My life has been a precursor to what I see 

around me. Kids, lost in video games, street drugs, 

porn, bondage of all kinds. Their lives are being 

molded into violence and their skill sets are defined 

by remote control videos of drone soldiers and crafts 

where imagination comes to life on a screen. Soon it 

will be 3D booths and Sci-Fi Holidecks; our youth 

knows nothing else but acting out. Why is this? And 

why don’t we even begin to understand? 

 

… The officer is called, arrives at the scene, the young 

man stops in his tracks, looks; the officer sizes up the 

situation. On the way over, the “record” was 

reviewed, no priors, the officer being well trained in 

classrooms of preparedness, and skill sets honed with 

everyday life exposure quickly talks the young man 

down. Then he turns him over to his parents and goes 

back to his cruiser.  

 

The parents are at a loss, how could he just leave? 

This kid isn’t safe, what do we do now? 

 

The officer in his cruiser, brings up the form, by now 

this incident type has been boiled down to a series of 

check boxes and logs it into the young man’s record 

on file. He then leaves on his next call. He may say a 

small prayer for the young man, and his parents, 

perhaps even a small tear. For the officer knows this 

young man has never been talked down before, he 

knows the path that will most likely occur; only too 

well. A few more talk downs and the next form will 

show up, the take down form. He blocks it out and 

carries on. 

 

So what just happened? And why? The young man 

went berserk in his own head; in reality he lost all 

trust on every level of his existence. There was no 

place left for him to turn, to go, nothing left in his 

mind. 

 

His parent’s cannot understand his lack of trust, may 

not even recognize it, and even if they don’t know it 

to be lack of trust… the officer said nothing different 

than the parents have said, but the officer talked the 

young man down. The other side of the young man’s 

story is sanctuary. 

 

When the young man went berserk all trust was 

gone. The officer gave him a way out. Because all 

trust was gone within him, his mind fell to the only 

place left, the root instinct of survival. He was ready 

to take it to the end, survive or die in the process. It 

was not about defiance, or denial, or much of 

anything else for that matter. His pain has slowly built 

over time, a trauma here, a loss there; let’s look at 

examples most of us can understand. 

 

General Custer fell at the battle of the Little Big Horn. 

Over the weeks before, his men had confronted the 

enemy many times, had varying degrees of success, 

and failure. They had made camp at the Horn, morale 

was gone. They knew there was an attack eminent, 

they could feel it coming. The camp had marginal 

defense capabilities, there was no place left to turn. 

No backup troops or supplies were on their way; 

suddenly they were encircled by Indian Warriors, 

chanting, moving, total fear takes over. 

 

The arrows and bullets start coming in, men start 

dropping, all trust is gone as all start dropping one 

after another. The other part of their story is 

sanctuary. However, as the men drop, those left fall 

into the same survival mode as the young man. They 

stop thinking; they simply act out of instinct. Now for 

combat hardened troops, actions are based on 

training; the young man’s actions are as well, except 

he is not hardened, this was his first battle, and he 

survived. Hardening has just begun. 

 

The other part of this young man’s battle is also 

sanctuary. He is lost in a world of addiction, on all 
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fronts, most of which is legal by social standards; no 

PLACE is safe for him anymore; alcohol, legal and 

illegal street drugs, abuse, video gaming, gambling, 

porn, neglect, bullying, you name it, sanctuary is 

gone. He now turns back to his drug of choice, 

whatever that may be. It’s simply a way of medicating 

the pains of life, a life he endures every day, doesn’t 

even begin to understand, but knows he is in deep 

pain and hurt from it all. And it simply continues to 

build. 

 

When will it blow? It’s a predictable scenario, 

perhaps not the time or place, but the event log will 

fit to a tee.  

 

A marathon runner rarely has a heart attack during a 

race, simply because he has built up to it, is totally 

prepared for the race. The unpredictable nature of it 

all has driven him harder than any of his training 

could have prepared him for; and yet he made it thru, 

even to victory. He is elated, rejoices in the 

aftermath, finally goes home, sits down in his easy 

chair, drifts off into a light sleep, has a heart attack, 

and dies. 

 

Like the alignment of the planets that were supposed 

to tear apart the earth thru massive gravitational pull, 

but failed to do so because the buildup was so slow 

that the earth’s defenses countered it all. After it 

passes, the forces relax, tension relaxes, muscles 

relax; the heart doesn’t need to beat as hard, and 

relaxes too much; gravity releases its hold, and 

tectonic plates shift too quickly after being held fast 

for so long. The runner dies because he relaxed too 

much, the earth ripped apart because it too relaxed 

too much; both relaxed too fast. Both occur after the 

fact of climax. The young man will blow when all is 

quiet, when danger seems to be the furthest from 

reality, he will be in a “safer” place, and his guard will 

be down a bit. A strange noise outside, a loud crash, 

screeching tires, and the young man is gone, the 

officer is now on the scene with a new form, the take 

down report. 

 

Sanctuary; the young man is also daily confronted 

with its hold, and in a place he does not feel safe. The 

reasons are endless, and mostly not even logical. He’s 

running scared all the time; his life is buried into his 

escape of choice, medicating the pain, any way he 

can. Anything to get his mind off the issues of trust 

and sanctuary, and by all rights he himself doesn’t 

even know that they are working against him. Fear is 

the net end result of it all; acting out in a safer 

environment is mostly the norm simply because his 

guard is relaxed. His triggers suddenly are instantly in 

his face, bigger and deeper than ever before, all due 

to the relaxing of his guard. The end is swift and 

unpredictable. 

 

How do you identify the issues? One basic question is 

to find the most obvious addiction and ask: 

 

• If you’re addicted to video games; what is the 

reason you play? More specifically if you 

could have the ultimate video game 

experience, what would it look like? How 

would it make you feel? What kinds of video 

elements would make the experience the 

ultimate experience for you? What are your 

strategies, attack and defense plans? 

• If you’re a druggy; even booze or legal drugs, 

why do you indulge? More specifically if you 

could have the ultimate dope high, what 

would it look like to you? How would it make 

you feel? What elements of the high would 

make it the most wonderful experience you 

ever had or could hope to have? Will it lead 

to more of some other thing in and of your 

life? And how will it affect that element? 

• If it’s porn; what would your ultimate porn 

experience look like to you? How would it 

make you feel? What are you looking for in 

porn? Where would it take you in your mind? 

In real life? What kind of high are you looking 

for from it? 

• If it’s gambling, bullying, or whatever it might 

be, ask the same type questions. 
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o But you have to be totally honest 

within yourself, look deep into your 

innermost being, where is your head 

really at? Not just the surface of “it’s 

what everyone else is doing!” 

 

Then you need to ask yourself: 

• What would be different in your life if you 

actually attained this ultimate goal? 

• How would it change your feelings? 

• How would it change your life? 

• What would you do next? 

• Will it be worth it? 

• Can you even survive the experience? 

• Do you even want to survive it? 

 

This line of questioning has to be done to actually 

figure out where the deep issues lie; so you can figure 

out where and what is driving the lack of trust, the 

feeling of loss of sanctuary, you’re unsafe feelings; all 

leading to total life fear. 

 

At that time God can again re-enter or actually enter 

your life. For if you knew God once, you have walked 

away from Him already, and are now walking away 

from all you know life to be. If you never knew God, 

this is the time of His entry. Some feel it takes the 

crash before one gets to the entry point, what a sad 

psychological misnomer. Remember all social reform 

programs be it 12 Stepping or otherwise, all put God 

first, even if political correctness says otherwise. 

 

… The officer hands the young man over to the 

booking room, and remembers the first time he 

checked his boxes in the social form of compliance 

and control. 

 

Sure, let’s cut more monies to law enforcement, 

services to the disabled and the mentally ill; let’s cut 

more SAFE scholastic social programs for our youth; 

maybe we can drive them all to shut out society all 

together and live in their rooms behind a screen of 

new found socially isolated connection apps. 

 

If you look at all the monies the NRA spends on 

defending gun laws; and the monies spent on interest 

groups trying to make them all; look at it all, and 

what it does! Do they stop what they are intended to 

do? …No! Does a social medium really promote social 

connections, or simply artificially feed one’s ego to 

the point of total social isolation? 

 

What if it all went to SAFE social outlets for kids from 

age 1 to 95 and beyond? Physical places to go and 

interact, face to face; forget the app! Where might 

we then go as a country? As; “One Nation Under God, 

Indivisible…”  

 

And on top of that, knowing this much from one who 

has already gone half way down the hardening road 

of social ignorance and intolerance; you know it 

might just start way back as infants. 

 

To an infant, God is a concept they don’t really know 

or understand. They accept all that is given them 

readily and without question from parents, and 

teachers. This is why Jesus says until we believe as a 

child believes; we will never really know Him. If the 

seeds are planted, simply by reading to our children 

scripture, then children become deep believers as 

they move into ages when they actually understand, 

and start to question life for what it is, or is not. 

 

So when a child acts out; do we ignore him until he 

stops? Coddling doesn’t work, yet if we look at 

ourselves as acting out adults, are the child’s actions 

not the same? That of lacking trust, and or sanctuary; 

all leading to fear? It may only last a few moments, 

but what roots are being built on this mind which is 

developing at a pace we cannot even fathom, every 

time he loses trust? I’m not a child psychologist and 

have no answer to that. 

 

Can we also not look at our pets and see the same? 

When their trust is in jeopardy, and their sanctuary 

becomes an unknown, their total unconditional love 

to us, suddenly becomes fear; and they act out. We 

leave them in a sanctuary, but they know not what to 
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think or do, they have anxiety attacks, you know the 

rest. How do they feel when they give to us 

unconditional love, and we barely pay attention to 

them? When they come up to us and we can’t even 

reach down and stroke their shoulder? When we turn 

our backs to them? How would you feel? How do you 

think the young man feels looking at turned backs? 

Intentional or otherwise, the result is the same. He’s 

lost in his world of hurt, medicating with his fantasy 

video world, or worse. 

 

Our young man was just taken down, your wife just 

walked out on you, and you work your job till you’re 

numb, all under a whip of intimidation. In a social 

society that has moved to serving others, we get 

served with lies, cons, condescending remarks about 

inferred stupidity, or simply turning a back on us and 

walking away. The young man is now in jail, possibly 

for a long time; will it get better for him? Will he 

heal? Probably not, society’s social reform of jail just 

makes all worse on all fronts, especially after one 

slips on a bar of soap. 

 

After going down this road for almost 50 years now, 

hardening has been experienced with a badge about 

4 times; incarceration to hospitals about 20. I know 

for a fact there’s not much left in me. I also know for 

a fact that living in our social world is more than a 

daunting task, and no matter what, we still have to 

live in a world that by all accounts is about 75% living 

under Satan, instead of God. When you have been as 

sick as I have for as long as I have, the instincts let 

you know above and beyond all when you’re mind 

starts slipping backwards.  I simply wait for the end. 

 

And people now want to take the words “In God We 

Trust” off coins. It will happen you know; for we are 

turning to a cashless society, where there will be no 

reminders of our Country, just a plastic piggy bank 

from _____ Bank.  

 

In my youth I went to a public school where a dress 

code was enforced, no jeans, no exposed bras, and 

no pajama bottoms allowed! We also said the Pledge 

of Allegiance every morning; were not allowed off 

school grounds, {today’s campus?} and had to spend 

free time in “study halls.” Now there’s a novel 

concept. Learned how to play chess in a study hall! 

Go figure. Of course we had computers as well, they 

were called slide rulers. You know, the device that did 

all the calculations that put man on the moon? Have 

you been told the misnomer that the PC you carry 

around is more powerful than the one on board the 

Apollo spacecraft? Think again. Sure the actual 

electronic calculating ability may be physically more 

than what was physically on the craft; but the 

spacecraft had something more important. The best 

two way communications link on our planet, to a 

place called mission control. Have you ever seen a 

photo of what it looked like? What do you think 

powered all that computing and control equipment? 

In the day, they were called mainframe computers; 

and the one(s) they used to link the spacecraft to 

earth was more than likely the size of a small factory. 

Why do you think mission control was all on the edge 

of their seats as the lunar module went around the 

back of the moon? Because the two way link was 

broken. They were on their own. Totally.  

 

Sure cut a few more programs, build  some more jails, 

were going to need them as we cut off 

communications with our youth thru social media the 

likes of which creates “buddies” that live 4 houses 

away from each other, but have never even seen 

each other’s face. 

 

Lord help us all; take pity on us; show us You’re 

Grace; Mercy; Love; and Fill us All with Your Holy 

Spirit: 

Amen 

 

 

 

 


